Completely
Passive,
NonRecirculating
Hydroponic
Systems : Some Tips for Large
Plants
On yesterday’s post I talked about the existence of completely
passive, non-recirculating hydroponic systems and how they can
be successfully used for the growth of almost any hydroponic
crop you can imagine. Following on this post’s idea today I
want to share with you some tips to use this type of system
with larger plants so that you can effectively setup your own
hydroponic passive farm with the least amount of effort and
chance of failure. On today’s post I will talk about the media
and system characteristics for the raising of large plants,
particularly plants like tomatoes, cucumbers and bell peppers
which require large amounts of oxygen, nutrients and solid
media support.
If you read the previous post you might remember that when
using large plants -like the ones mentioned above – the best
thing is to use a media filled container in which the nutrient
solution is first close to the surface and then slowly gets
used and evaporates from the nutrient solution. However it is
also important here to say that there are some specific
requirements for the media and some important changes that can
be made to guarantee that success will be much more likely to
happen.
The solid media used is better divided in two, the first media
is a highly absorbent, capillary efficient media (like rice
husk combined with sand 1:1) which is put in a small cup or
container while the second media is a non-absorbent very
capillary deficient media like gravel which is used to occupy
the rest of the available space. Other coarse media can also
be used to fill the rest of the container like vermiculite or
other types of rocks. The important thing here is that the

whole media must NOT be efficient at capillary absorption
because this will make the whole media wet all the time and it
will drown the roots since the “air space” will be nonexistent.
–

–
You can follow the diagram above to build a system for a large
plant. Note that the container for a large cucumber or tomato
plant must be at least 5 gallons and solution needs to be
added at a rate of about 1 gallon a month through the crops
full life. Note that inserting a small PVC pipe to control
volume within the container is always a good idea since you
don’t want to put so much solution to drown the roots and make
the plant die. Mature tomato plants require a space of at
least 50cm of air roots when they are older for their proper
development so make sure the container you use is about 70-100
cm tall when you build your system.
Hopefully with this advice you will be able to start your
first passive large-plant hydroponic garden without using any
electricity. Also remember that this setup requires absolutely
no EC or pH adjustments since once added the solution won’t be
able to be modified. This however does not cause any problems
since the plants adapt to the solution and pH levels acquired.
You can also increase the EC or change the nutrient ratios
depending on the plant’s stage when you perform the monthly
nutrient solution additions to your plant’s personal
reservoir. Please feel free to leave any comments with your
experiences with this technique !

